
Some Ideas
+Sports

+Pro Sports is a big problem
+...uses colleges as a farm system
+...entices students to leave prior to graduation

+Possible remedies:
+i) a moratorium on recruiting any students prior to graduation
+ii) requiring a professional team to put into a escrow with the college

+sufficientfunds to allow the student to finish his education at
+a later point, should he sign a pro contract

+Strategic Marketing Efforts
+Three levels

+i) national level
+ii) state level
+iii) campus level

+State Level
+Really need a market research effort

+...trial goals to test on sample markets
+...identify and understand market opinions
+...modify market opinions

+Note:  This effort could be a variant on the “logical incrementalism”
+theme...of getting people involved...and having a
+broad enough set of objectives that everyone feels
+a part of the effort.

+Surprises of Last Year
+Communism collapsed
+The Cold War ended
+Freedom spread across Eastern Europe
+Nelson Mandela was released after 27 years in prison
+Berlin Wall crumbled...German reunification
+

+Public UKnviersities
+Tuition is the key to access in public institutions, since

+it is the primary source of funds for financial aid
+(unlike endowment income in private institutions)

+Michigan and Berkeley were the result of a dream...
+...that would class educations could be provided to state citizens

+at bargain rates supported by massive tax subsidy
+This dream faded long ago in the face of other public priorities

+...but it dod build institutions capable of competing in 
+a changing marketplace

+Teaching
+Need to improve the way that teaching quality is measured...

+...make student evaluations mandatory
+...better assessments

+Concern that researc culture has destroyed interest of
+junior faculty in teaching

+Tom Donahue believes that truism is that best scholars are
+the best teachers

+Impression that “one is on his/her own” in teaching
+Make teaching more of a “mobile” resource like research.

+Perhaps a way of certifying outstanding teaching
+What about placing teaching barrier at promotion to full professor

+...that is,  where tenure is no longer the issue...
+...but the time can be expended to develop good teaching skills.


